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Today Global Village had sufficient advances and availability of technologies 

and natural resources for sufficient food, agriculture and industry goods with 

their availability but  with  control  by 10^-7 of  human resources in the global 

village  over  such  advances  and  natural   resources with erratic distribution 

and imbalances to needs of global village causing hidden depression with 

absence of fall of GDP growth beyond 10% but with presence  of all other 

features of  economic depression  wherein normal  monetary measures and 

tools are not functioning like QE or treasuries issuing public debt of nearly US 

$ 7 billions since 2008 by concerted  efforts of  central banks in Global Village. 

Imperfect currency exchange rates with multiple exchange gyrations and with 

imperfect markets in Global Village  had  created  and  developed fat  margins 

of value  based profits for multinational investment and commercial bankers 

with unbridled cross border capital  flows progressively building up  services  

sector based composition in GDP at  more  than 50%  in almost all nations in 

global village. Any bail out package or monetary measures prescribed were 

also benefitting multinational investment  and commercial  bankers at  large to  

swim in liquidity with least lending opportunities.  Keynes liberal spending 

policies on infrastructure developments were also  failing on  account of 

infrastructure  leakages due  to proximity  of big business owner  managers  
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moving  out  to tax and  bank havens wherein  there was  least economic 

activity, high per capita income, lower or lowest taxation and de-regulation.  

 

Policy makers  of  present   or   erstwhile   having   proximity   with 

multinational business  owner managers had bent down for their campaign 

donations or otherwise on record or off the record and permitted favorable 

bilateral treaties with tax and bank havens based countries or nations at large 

hardened  to be  reversed. So  it is hard  to call such policy makers as 

criminals and take  them to task. Be  as that may be it is necessary to say that 

economic volcano(as defined by the author) was formed and the same was 

found erupted in 2008 with economic lava(as defined by the author) which by 

normal monetary and economic knowledge is called as great recession or 

financial crisis being continuous as off and on. Developed  world had proximity  

to the formed erupted economic volcano for which  common men  homes in 

developed world had become risky initially  for living and with 10^-7 persons in 

Global Village flying to safe zones (economic skies) that are temporary for 

their living.  Since 1990 as observed by the author, there was unbridled cross 

border capital flows with discounted  or devalued  currencies  in  raw  material  

and  labour  origin  countries(RMLOC) building up value based fat margins for 

multinational business owner managers sequence to which there was built up 

of mounting  services sector composition in world's GDP initially in developed 

nations plagued to other nations at large  with major  share to dividends, 

capital gains, insurance, financial services  beyond  30% of World’s GDP and 
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even crossing 60% level and above in most cases.  It  is  my opinion  that   

cross over of services composition  beyond 30%  of GDP in  any nation or 

world  would be initial stages of economic  volcano formation with no 

immediate harm but with latent harm and their composition beyond 60% of 

GDP is eruption stage during which stage economic lava would be released as 

recessions in nation or nations or world at large that is being experienced 

today. Now  the  present  stage of global  village is at  eruption stage  required 

to be neutralized. More  thoughts with  illustrations can be presented in 

detailed paper or session as the case may be with figures and facts in Global 

Village and nations in it or Her.  Normal monetary measures and tools would 

not be sufficient to regularize erupted economic volcano except by  concerted 

efforts of all nations at large or by at least G20 nations with multilateral 

adjustments and laws for the same. They are: 

• Inadvertently  US  Dollar  was viewed  as  global  reserve  currency  

and there is competition  to  reach  such  stage  from  other  parts  of  

the world. This competition appears to be healthy in the initial phases 

but would  not  be healthy in later stages as such competition would 

mount up multiple exchange gyrations catalysing quick formation of 

economic volcano. Hard for  external devaluation for US to her currency 

to make her products or services competitive to other parts of the world 

except helping big multinational business owner mangers to flourish 

and prosper by shifting capital formation to other parts of the world 

dissolving national interests as there was  no  other alternate currency 
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for the same and internal devaluation of Her currency  would obviously 

be hard that involves  austerity measures and expenditure cuts.  At this 

scenario it is necessary to introduce “Global Uniform  Currency”  owned  

and  established by all nations if possible or at least by G20  nations 

(establishing relavent institutional framework for the same)  with  equal 

units  of  US dollars in circulation by surrender of US dollars to US or 

one time permanent round tripping of US dollars to US and concurrent 

issue  of 'Global Uniform Currency' to nations who are at present 

holding US dollars with  equivalent units  of 'Global Uniform  Currency' 

by two-tier currency circulation in any nation ie.one being national 

currency and the other “Global Uniform Currency”. Consequent to this 

establishment US  dollar  should  be devalued  against  Global Uniform  

Currency for  international trade coupled with internal strengthening of 

her economy avoiding liquidations and job losses in US.  Such  

measures minimize  arbitraging  in value  based trades for MNCs or 

multinational investments and commercial bankers   and encourage 

volume  based  trades (that is the present necessity in the Global 

Village for common men in the Global Village), creating  and developing  

Greenfield investments  putting an end  to liquidation  of manufacturing  

units and in stopping job losses in  developed world with avoidance of 

contagion affect in developing and least developed world.  
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• Many big multinational business owner managers who are addressed 

as 10^-7 human resource  persons in global village and policy makers 

having proximity to such business owner managers were holding large 

resources  of currencies in particular US dollars and other dominant 

currencies competing to be recognized as de facto Global Reserve 

Currency like Euro, Pounds, Yens,Yuans etc.  in tax and  bank havens. 

It is  hard to criminalize them and even any or whatever attempt for 

such  process would be counter productive with prolonged litigations in 

the world. However  most of  these persons would be  willing to forgo at 

least 50% of their money and wealth  hoarded or deposited in tax and 

bank havens.  So a  multilateral voluntary tax disclosure one time 

amnesty  scheme should be conceived such  that  governments  of  

global  village  would gather or collect not less  than 50% of such 

hidden or hoarded funds  for the  public welfare  and  infrastructure. 

 

  

Consequent   to the   above said   adjustments infrastructure   leakages  would  

be regularized  for public  expenditure and infrastructure.  Expenditure of 

course should be involved by two-tier  labour market, one at  bottom with least  

education and other with skilled personnel/professionals by free movement of 

natural persons without linking mode III & IV of GATS. Austerity and spending 

cut measures are to be avoided and Keynes thought process should be 
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sustained with adjustments expanding economy of the world for well being of 

the population at large. 

 

In the process US and European Union have to dissolve their feelings that 

they are policy makers and other nations are policy takers but should welcome 

multilateral policy structure recognizing global village as multi polar.  All 

nations or at least G 20 nations are to be recommended for the above said 

suggestions with Institutional frame work with multilateral laws, rules and 

regulations on consensus. 
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Considered achievements of the author in brief: 
 

• Invited as one of the 257 signatories in world economists' letter  on 

cross border capital flows initiated by Ricardo Hausmann, Dani Rodrick  

from Harvard University, Joseph Stiglitz Nobel Prize Awardee, and 

others, so also in other letters like food speculation, financial transaction 

tax etc.  In addition to this invited by selection as few participants in the 

world for the flagship events , 'WEDF 2010 & WEDF 2012' (WEDF 

means World Export Development Forum) of International Trade Center 

a joint organization of WTO and United Nations 

 

• Published work called as 'CHALLENGES BEFORE GLOBAL VILLAGE-

in Doha and Beyond' based on the dissertation submitted before the 
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Institute of Chartered Accountants of India for awarding DITL 

qualification and also a research study on cross border mergers and 

Acquisitions for the same Institute.   Further designated as professor by 

Andhra Loyola Institute of Engineering and Technology in India for   

teaching finance and economics related subjects to MBA students. 
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